Part I deals with issues of economic histories. In chapter one, Lobato, Thomas and Hunter dispel the idea of user--generated content (UGC)/'producer media' antagonism, and introduce the formality spectrum as a refreshing framework for looking at UGC/professional (inter)relations. Different aspects fall in different parts of the formality spectrum at different times, making these media activities and products harder to categorise. By unveiling the flexibility that exists within the formality spectrum, similarities between different forms of media become apparent, further dispelling the dichotomy between professional/UGC. These structures, in turn, are based on illegal predecessors such as Napster, organisations that have disregarded intellectual property rights, yet have many common parallels with convergent media corporate giants such as Apple. Yet the authors of this chapter also point to court cases that hint towards a positive accommodation of informality within law. Their argument raises the relevant question of whether we are witnessing the early stages of change regarding firmly rooted legal stances when it comes to amateur content, but I believe further evidence is needed before one can extrapolate results.
The co--existence of formality and informality online is noted in chapter three.
Quiggin shows how the internet has reversed twentieth--century trends in household economics, effectively shifting what were exclusively professional roles onto amateur users. The author offers an effective analysis of UGC economics, but it could have been further enhanced by referring to the framework of participation that underlies the internet, since this newfound framework has contributed to the VOLUME19 NUMBER1MAR2013 316 reversal of established economic trends that Quiggin mentions. Quiggin suggests the household and gift exchange economies that occur online need to have a category of their own, urging for the analysis of online economies to not rely on (inadequate) offline categories. Chapter six covers the convoluted relationship between commercialism and amateur content. Weatherall fears commercial pressures shape amateur content, a concern raised throughout history about commercialisation of art. Financial reward as a substitute motivation for altruism might discourage true amateur enthusiasts to participate, explaining amateurs' reluctance to embrace commercialism.
Weatherall's comparison of amateur videos with art translates their undeniable value in our current media economy. Weatherall also accuses legal notions of UGC to be misrepresentative and out--dated, portraying it as an inferior activity, which cripples its protection in terms of copyright. She warns about the dangers of Youtube's anti--copyright enforcement and its effects on orphan works and creativity.
The three chapters in Part 3 turn to the issue of amateurs and authenticity within current media. Bowrey focuses on the authenticity in MasterChef in chapter seven. The author raises the issues of the difficulty in copyrighting the format and free labour, exposing the diversion created in order to mask oppressive plays of power, an interesting addition to Andrejevic's work. 1 Advertising is also masked, In chapter eleven, Wirtén studies Swedish fansubbers (amateurs who produce their own subtitled versions of existing films or videos) and their implicit codes of conduct. Here it is implied that these results can be extrapolated to other fandoms.
Jenkins' and Rembert--Lang's work would have been interesting additions here, but
Wirtén manages to tackle the underexplored world of fan--to--fan work, while placing this online example within the larger frame of historical tension about translation, copyright and authorisation. 3 Wirtén translates the ironic defensiveness fansubbers feel towards their work, reminding us that their work is a violation of copyright law.
She also underlines the effort that amateurs put into their fansubbing, echoing chapter ten's ethos of high quality standards in an amateur environment.
Hesmondhalgh approaches a topic in chapter twelve that is largely overlooked: working conditions within media and cultural settings. He raises the problems of prevalent free labour economy present in amateur media, as well as applying his previous framework of good and bad work to cultural industries. He exposes the 'dark' side of online participatory culture: devaluated non--paid work that can be-as Mark Andrejavic has commented-exploitative. 4 Not only is this exploitation acceptable and expected but many times it is self--induced. There is also a dangerous blending of work and leisure within the creative industries, leading to overwork in an unstable environment. 
